
  

Year 5 – ‘Planetarium’ 

English: The main text for this term will be 

‘The Jamie Drake Equation’ by Christopher 
Edge. This is a cosmic adventure story with 
a science fiction twist.  
The writing genres will include writing 
historical tales, information texts and  
science fiction concrete poetry. Our 
narrative writing will give us opportunities 
to use both direct and indirect speech. We 
will use sentences of three actions and 
three descriptions. 
In spelling, there will continue to be focus 
lists on correct use of ‘ie’ and ‘ei’ and using 
the hard ‘ch’ sound. There will continue to 
personalised lists after assessments. The 
grammar elements for the term will include 
relative pronouns and clauses.. 

 

RE:  Our lessons this term will 

focus on the story of Moses and 
also look at the importance of 
commitment in the Sikh religion.  

 

Science: What makes up our incredible solar system? We 

will look at the forces that are involved and develop our 
understanding of the relative movements of the Earth and 
the moon. We will learn about the make-up of each of the 
planets. 
 

Mathematics: Mental maths and arithmetic skills will be part of 

every day in our class. We will work with decimal numbers and use the 
four operations with increasing confidence. Knowledge of number 
bonds will help us to find decimal complements using hundredths and 
thousandths. Exploring types of angles and using protractors will 
provide opportunities for practical mathematics. 
 

Games /PE: Games sessions will 

focus on the skills needed for 
playing Cricket. Dance and Tennis 
will be our focuses for indoor 
sessions. 

 

PSHE: A closer look at recognising 

ourselves and how we form and 
maintain friendships and 
relationships in our lives. 

History / Geography:  
There is plenty of history to be discovered when studying 
space and the exploration of the planets. The invention and 
development of the telescope will be part of our learning, as 
will how people have viewed Planet Earth. 
We have increased our understanding of the World and 
Europe and now intend to focus on the physical and political 
geography of The United Kingdom.  
 

Art / DT: Having already used a range of different media, we 

will use this pastels and inks this term, and focus on studying 
the magnified image.  
Looking at examples of paintings by Picasso, Miro and 
Kandinsky, that were likely to have been inspired by the 
planets and constellations will help us to develop our 
understanding of techniques. 
 

Music: We will base our work 

around the song ‘Dancing in the 
Street’ integrating all the musical 
elements including composition, 
and also study the music from ‘The 
Planet Suite’ by Gustav Holst. 
 

Computing: use logical reasoning to explain how some 

simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in 

algorithms and programs. 
 

French: We will continue to use our 

language skills with a focus on the seasons 
of the year. 

Worship Theme: Truthfulness 
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